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If youâ€™re looking for the best quality artist stretcher bars, there are online sites where you can take a
look at the wide variety of this available under one roof. These are cheap stretcher bars as well and
itâ€™s easy for you to cross-check on the aspect of prices. The supplier of these stretcher bars confirms
this and proclaims that you wonâ€™t get better stretcher bar prices anywhere in the country. However,
one must compare the price and quality expected along with the specifications and then only one
will be convinced that this is indeed true.

The supplier of artist stretcher bars guarantees super prices together with high quality. There are
discounts as well such as full box discounts. There are tiered flat rates for coast to coast shipping so
that you can save a good amount of money. All the cheap stretcher bars are made from kiln-dried fir
pine wood and manufactured to the highest standards. You will be amazed to see the exceptional
selection of five styles and a very wide range of lengths. The method of online ordering is secure,
certified and encrypted so that you need not worry. Dealers can call for special terms and discounts
and pricing subject to the volume being large.

Among the various artist stretcher bar styles are the Medium (Standard) Duty stretcher bars or
strips. These are the standard stretcher bars or strips that are used by the grand majority of artists
and framers. These measure 11/16â€• depth and 15/8â€• width. These are also known as Fredrix
stretcher bars. They have rounded edges that reduce the friction that is normally experienced while
stretching.

The Light Duty stretchers actually fall absolutely within the range of cheap stretcher bars. These fill
the need to stretch a canvas that is smaller in size without having to stretch the budget. These
measure 5/8â€• in depth and 1 3/16â€• in width. The Medium/Heavy Duty or Goldilocks are the
compromise stretcher bars and will be just right for you. They measure 1 3/16â€•in both depth and
width. The Heavy Duty-Midi is right if you need its added depth while saving money. This has a
depth of 1 Â½â€• depth and 1 Â½â€• width. The Super Heavy Duty is the big Daddy of them all! These are
ideal when you have a very large canvas that definitely needs an exceptional foundation. The size is
1 Â½â€• in depth and 2â€• in width.
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